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[1] The frequency and amplitude characteristics of chorus emissions are studied by performing electron hybrid code simulations with different initial number densities of energetic electrons. Chorus emissions with rising tones are generated in all simulation runs except for the simulation assuming the lowest number density. The frequency sweep rates of reproduced chorus vary depending on the variation of the wave amplitude of respective chorus elements. We find that the theoretically estimated frequency sweep rates are consistent with the simulation results. The simulation results reveal that the characteristic frequency variation of chorus elements showing rising tones are formed at the region very close to the magnetic equator while the wave amplitudes of chorus elements are significantly amplified through their propagation away from the equator. The spatial scale of the region where the observed explosive wave growth varies in each simulation run, corresponding to the difference of the wave amplitudes of reproduced chorus elements. We estimate the spatial scale $h_c$, a measure of the spatial extent of the generation region derived from the nonlinear wave growth theory, using parameters of the simulation runs and find its consistency with the simulation results. We also analyze the energy spectra of reproduced chorus elements in the simulation results and find that the spectra of chorus are essentially different from those predicted by the linear growth rates in the frequency domain. These results clearly demonstrate that the nonlinear wave–particle interaction governs the chorus generation mechanism.


1. Introduction

[2] Whistler mode chorus emissions are narrow band electromagnetic emissions observed mostly on the dawnside of the Earth’s magnetosphere as a group of coherent wave elements often consisting of rising tones [Santolik et al., 2003, 2008]. A variety of chorus of falling tones and hooks has also been observed [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; Chum et al., 2007, 2009]. Results of in situ observations reveal that chorus emissions are generated in the equatorial region of the inner magnetosphere and that the activity is enhanced during geomagnetically disturbed periods [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; Meredith et al., 2001; Li et al., 2010]. In space weather research, the importance of chorus studies has been emphasized for a decade or more because of possible roles of chorus emissions in controlling the flux of relativistic electrons in the outer radiation belt during the recovery phase of geospace storms [Summers and Ma, 2000; Albert, 2002; Miyoshi et al., 2003; Horne et al., 2003; Summers et al., 2007a, 2007b; Katoh and Omura, 2007b; Katoh et al., 2008; Kasahara et al., 2009].

[3] For the generation process of whistler mode waves in the inner magnetosphere, gyroresonant interactions have been studied between whistler mode waves and energetic electrons forming an anisotropic velocity distribution in a kinetic energy range from a few keV to tens of keV [Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Xiao et al., 1998]. Nonlinear effects in the presence of a coherent whistler mode wave have been investigated for explanation of the frequency variation of chorus elements [Nunn, 1974; Nunn et al., 1997; Trakhtengerts, 1995, 1999]. Nunn et al. [2005] discussed properties of triggered emissions and showed that the plasma density is an important factor determining the frequency sweep rates. Nunn et al. [2009] conducted numerical simulations of triggered emissions and reproduced triggering processes of rising and falling tones. Recently the generation process of whistler mode chorus emissions with rising tones has been reproduced by the electron hybrid simulation [Katoh and Omura, 2007a; Omura et al., 2008] and a full-particle electromagnetic simulation [Hikishima et al., 2009]. The simulation results showed that chorus elements with rising tones are successively generated at the magnetic equator. The generated chorus elements propagating away from the equator undergo further nonlinear growth, while the
wave frequency of part of the element is almost constant during its propagation. This result revealed that the frequency variation of chorus elements at the equator is very close to the magnetic equator.

[4] Based on the analyses of the simulation results, the nonlinear wave growth theory has been proposed for the generation mechanism of whistler mode chorus emissions [Omura et al., 2008, 2009]. From the theoretical consideration of the dynamics of resonant electrons interacting with coherent whistler mode waves, it has been found that an electromagnetic electron hole is formed in the velocity phase space, resulting in a resonant current \( J_E \) that causes wave growth of whistler mode waves. Omura et al. [2008] derived the relativistic inhomogeneity ratio describing the scale size of the electromagnetic electron hole in the velocity phase space, and they found that the magnitude of the resonant current \( J_E \) maximizes at the specific inhomogeneity ratio. The expression of the relativistic inhomogeneity ratio consists of a term related to the spatial inhomogeneity of the background magnetic field and a term related to the frequency variation of whistler mode waves. Here we recall that the frequency variation of chorus elements in the simulation result only occurred at the magnetic equator when the spatial inhomogeneity of the background magnetic field is equal to zero. Based on the analysis of the simulation, Omura et al. [2008] proposed the nonlinear wave growth theory describing that the specific wave phase variation satisfying the condition of the maximum resonant currents undergoes significant amplification due to the effect of the selective nonlinear growth.

[5] The frequency sweep rates of chorus elements observed in the magnetosphere have been studied statistically in association with the plasma density [Macíusová et al., 2010] and wave amplitude [Cully et al., 2011]. The nonlinear wave growth theory shows that the frequency sweep rate of a chorus element depends on the amplitude of the coherent component of whistler mode waves generated through the instability driven by temperature anisotropy of energetic electrons near the magnetic equator. In the present study, we performed a series of simulations with different number densities of energetic electrons to check the validity of the nonlinear wave growth theory.

### 2. Simulation Model

[6] Omura et al. [2008] derived the relativistic second-order resonance condition for a whistler mode wave with a varying frequency and showed that the frequency sweep rate is proportional to the wave amplitude near the magnetic equator. They found from the second-order resonance condition at the equator that the sweep rate of the wave frequency \( \omega \) is described as

\[
\frac{\partial \omega}{\partial t} = \frac{4e_0}{\gamma \mathcal{C}_0} \frac{\omega}{\Omega_e} \left( 1 - \frac{V_g}{V_e} \right)^{-2} \frac{B_w}{B_0} \mathcal{O}_e^2,
\]

where \( \xi^2 = (1 + \mathcal{O}_e^{-2})^{-1} \), \( c \) is the speed of light, \( \gamma = \left[ 1 - \left( \mathcal{V}_i^2 + \left( \mathcal{V}_\perp^2 \right)^{2/3} \right)^{1/2} \right] \), \( \mathcal{V}_i \) and \( \mathcal{V}_\perp \) are parallel and perpendicular velocity components of an electron, \( \mathcal{C}_0 = \omega (\Omega_e - \omega) / \omega_{pe} \), \( \omega_{pe} \) is the electron plasma frequency, \( V_{p,0} \) is an average value of \( \mathcal{V}_\perp \) of the initial velocity distribution of energetic electrons at the magnetic equator, the electron cyclotron frequency \( \Omega_e = eB_0 m_e \), \( e \) and \( m_e \) are the charge and the rest mass of an electron, \( B_0 \) is the background magnetic field, \( V_g \) is the resonance velocity, \( V_g \) is the group velocity, and \( B_0 \) is the amplitude of the wave magnetic field. Equation (1) tells us that the frequency sweep rate of chorus elements depends on the amplitude of the wave magnetic field near the magnetic equator.

[7] We use an electron hybrid code with a dipole magnetic field [Katoh and Omura, 2006, 2007a, 2007b; Omura et al., 2008]. We treat cold electrons as a fluid and energetic electrons as particles by the standard particle-in-cell (PIC) method. In this model we assume a spatially one-dimensional system along the background magnetic field direction with a variable \( h \) as a distance from the magnetic equator. Although the simulation system is one dimensional, the mirror motion of energetic electrons in the dipole magnetic field is taken into account by using a cylindrical field model [Katoh and Omura, 2006]. We solve Maxwell’s equations with the current densities computed from the motion of the cold electron fluid and energetic electrons. We treat purely transverse electromagnetic waves so as to reproduce whistler mode waves propagating parallel to the dipole magnetic field, while we neglect the longitudinal electrostatic field.

[8] The time step and the grid spacing of the simulation are 0.01 \( \mathcal{O}_e^{-2} \) and 0.06 \( c \mathcal{O}_e^{-1} \), respectively, where \( \mathcal{O}_e \) is the electron gyrofrequency at the magnetic equator. The simulation system is along the field line with \( L_R = 16384 \) grid points. Number of particles initially placed in the simulation system representing energetic electrons is 4096 \( \times L_R \). We assume the plasma frequency of the cold electrons \( \omega_{pe} \) at the equator is 4 \( \mathcal{O}_e \), while the number density of cold electrons \( N_{e,0} \) is constant in space and time.

[9] We assume that the initial velocity distribution \( f(\mathcal{V}_i, \mathcal{V}_\perp) \) of energetic electrons at the magnetic equator forms an anisotropic velocity distribution with a loss cone, given by

\[
f(\mathcal{V}_i, \mathcal{V}_\perp) = C \exp \left( -\frac{\mathcal{V}_i^2}{2\mathcal{V}_i^2} \right) g(\mathcal{V}_\perp)
\]
The linear growth rates $G$ of the simulation runs.

**Summary of the Maximum Values of the Estimated Linear Growth Rates of whistler mode waves given by the relativistic linear theory of chorus generation**

The estimated maximum linear growth rates take the maximum values at the frequency of $0.18 \Omega_{eo}$, which are listed in Table 2. They vary depending on the number densities of energetic electrons assumed in the simulations.

### 3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the frequency spectra of the wave electric field observed in the simulation results. A band of whistler mode waves is generated in the early stage of the simulation through an instability driven by the temperature anisotropy, and the amplitudes of these incoherent whistler mode waves grow with the timescale corresponding to the linear growth rates. We find that chorus elements with rising tones are generated in all simulation runs except for run 5 and that there are distinct differences in the frequency sweep rates of chorus elements among the simulations. As shown in Figure 2, whistler mode waves enhanced in the simulations are classified into two components according to the spectral characteristics; coherent chorus elements and a band of incoherent waves. While these two components are overlapped in the lower frequency range of Figure 2, coherent chorus elements dominate in the frequency range higher than $0.23 \Omega_{eo}$, corresponding to the wave number range $k > 2.2 c^{-1}\Omega_{eo}$. Figure 3 shows the evolutions of the wave magnetic field amplitude in the simulation system, while the long-wavelength modes ($k < 2.2 c^{-1}\Omega_{eo}$) have been eliminated in order to extract chorus elements. Dashed lines of Figure 4 show time histories of wave magnetic field amplitude $B_w$ averaged over $h = -100 \sim 100 c\Omega_{eo}^{-1}$, and solid lines represent the averaged wave amplitudes of coherent chorus elements. In the early stage of the simulation, the evolution of the whistler mode instability is indicated by the exponential growth of the averaged wave amplitude with the linear growth rate. The wave amplitude saturates at a certain level at $t = 2500 \Omega_{eo}^{-1}$, and then the tendency of the amplitude variation changes to the abrupt oscillation showing the signature of the nonlinear growth. Therefore we assume the termination of the linear growth phase is $t = 2500 \Omega_{eo}^{-1}$. After the saturation of the linear growth phase, the nonlinear growth of coherent chorus elements emerged. As shown by time histories of the wave magnetic field amplitude in Figure 4, the saturation levels of the linear growth are different among the simulation runs. Although the difference of the saturation levels would be explained by the difference of the initial number densities of energetic electrons, precise comparison is difficult because of the nonlinear amplification simultaneously occurs in the time interval of the linear growth saturation.

The simulation results reveal that the characteristic frequency variation of chorus elements showing rising tones has been formed at the region very close to the magnetic
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**Figure 1.** The linear growth rates $\omega_i$ of whistler mode waves as a function of wave frequency calculated from the initial settings of the simulations with the number densities of energetic electrons as shown in Table 1.

\[
g(v_{\perp}) = \frac{1}{1 - \beta} \left\{ \exp \left( -\frac{v_{\perp}^2}{2V_{\perp}^2} \right) - \exp \left( -\frac{v_{\perp}^2}{2V_{\parallel}^2} \right) \right\},
\]

where $C$ is a constant, $\beta = 0.5$, $V_{\parallel}$ and $V_{\perp}$ are thermal velocities of energetic electrons in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the background magnetic field. We assume the thermal velocities $V_{\parallel}$ and $V_{\perp}$ are $0.225 c$ and $0.6 c$. The temperature anisotropy $T_{\perp}/T_{\parallel} = V_{\perp}^2/V_{\parallel}^2$ assumed for the velocity distribution of energetic electrons drives an instability generating a band of whistler mode waves. As has been studied by Hikishima et al. [2009], the linear growth rate of the whistler mode instability is determined by the temperature anisotropy and is proportional to the ratio of the number density of energetic electrons $N_{e,hot}$ to cold electrons $N_{e,cold}$. In the present study, we perform five simulation runs with different $N_{e,hot}/N_{e,cold}$ under the same $T_{\perp}/T_{\parallel}$ to investigate the characteristics of chorus emissions emerging from whistler mode waves of different wave amplitudes through the different linear growth phases. The density ratio assumed in each run is given in Table 1, while the parameters used in run 3 is the same as those of the previous study [Kato and Omura, 2007a, 2007b]. Figure 1 shows the linear growth rates $\omega_i$ of whistler mode waves given by the relativistic linear theory of Xiao et al. [1998] from the initial settings of simulations as described above and number densities of energetic electrons as given in Table 1. The estimated maximum linear growth rates take the maximum values at the frequency of $0.18 \Omega_{eo}$, which are listed in Table 2. They vary depending on the number densities of energetic electrons assumed in the simulations.

### Table 2. Summary of the Maximum Values of the Estimated Linear Growth Rates $\omega_i$, Nonlinear Growth Rates $\Gamma_N$, Under the Initial Conditions of Simulation Runs and $h_c$ Estimated from the Simulation Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>$\omega_i [\Omega_{eo}]$</th>
<th>$\Gamma_N [\Omega_{eo}]$</th>
<th>$h_c [c/\Omega_{eo}]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.47 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$3.37 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$1.35 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2.83 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$1.22 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2.34 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.10 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.89 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$9.77 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.50 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These maximum growth rates are found at $0.18 \Omega_{eo}$ for $\omega_i$ and at $0.32 \Omega_{eo}$ for $\Gamma_N$. The values of $h_c$ are averaged over the time interval from 4000 to 5000 $\Omega_{eo}^{-1}$ of the simulation runs.
Figure 2. Dynamic spectra of the wave electric field ($E_z$) observed in the Northern Hemisphere ($h = +92\, c\Omega_e^{-1}$) in (a) run 1, (b) run 2, (c) run 3, (d) run 4, and (e) run 5. Frequency sweep rates estimated theoretically from an instantaneous wave magnetic field amplitude of each interval are also shown by solid lines.

Figure 3. Wave amplitude $B_W(h, t)$ of chorus emissions observed in (a) run 1, (b) run 2, (c) run 3, (d) run 4, and (e) run 5. The long-wavelength modes ($k < 2.2\, c^{-1}\Omega_e$) have been eliminated. Solid lines in each panel show the location of the distance $\pm h_c(t)$ from the equator, while $h_c(t)$ is estimated from the wave magnetic field amplitude $B_W(h, t)$ averaged over $h = -10 \sim 10\, c\Omega_e^{-1}$ in each run.
equator (within 10 $c\Omega_{e0}^{-1}$) while the wave amplitudes of elements have been significantly intensified through their propagation away from the equator (~100 $c\Omega_{e0}^{-1}$). The spatial scale of the region where the explosive wave growth has been observed varies in each simulation run, corresponding different wave amplitudes of reproduced chorus elements. A measure of the spatial extent of the generation region has been derived by Omura et al. [2009] from the nonlinear wave growth theory. The inhomogeneity ratio $S$ is given by

$$S = -\frac{1}{s_0\Omega_0^2} \left( s_1 \frac{\partial \Omega}{\partial h} + cs_2 \frac{\partial^2 \Omega}{\partial h^2} \right),$$  \quad (4)

where

$$s_0 = \frac{\delta V_{10}}{c},$$  \quad (5)

$$s_1 = \gamma \left( 1 - \frac{V_p}{V_e} \right)^2,$$  \quad (6)

$$s_2 = \frac{1}{2c^2 \delta \Omega_0} \left( \frac{\gamma \Omega_0}{\Omega_e} \frac{V_{10}}{c} \right)^2 - 2 + \Lambda \frac{\delta^2 (\Omega_x - \gamma \omega)}{\Omega_0 - \omega} \frac{V_p V_p}{c^2}.$$  \quad (7)

$\Omega_x = eB_0/m_0$, $\Lambda = 1$ in the present study, and $V_p$ is the phase velocity of the whistler mode waves. The critical distance $h_c$ from the equator is defined as the location where the first and second term of the right-hand side of (4) become equal. By assuming a parabolic variation of the background magnetic field as expressed by $\Omega_x = \Omega_{e0}(1 + ah^2)$ near the magnetic equator, Omura et al. [2009] derived $h_c$ as

$$h_c = \frac{s_0 + \Omega_{e0}}{5c^2 s_2 \Omega_{e0}},$$  \quad (8)

where $\Omega_{e0} = eB_0/m_0$, $B_0$ is the wave magnetic field amplitude normalized by $B_0$ at the equator, and $a = 9.8 \times 10^{-7} \left( c^{-1} \Omega_{e0} \right)^2$ in the simulation system assumed in the present study. Using (8), we examined the spatial scale $h_c$ from the parameters of each simulation run. In estimating $h_c$, we used time histories of the wave magnetic field amplitudes averaged over $h = -10 \sim 10 \ c\Omega_{e0}^{-1}$ of Figure 3 as $B_{w0}$, which correspond to the wave amplitudes of coherent chorus elements appeared in the region close to the magnetic equator in the simulation results. We also use the wave frequency 0.32 $\Omega_{e0}$ corresponding to the frequency of the maximum nonlinear growth rate which will be discussed later. We show the distance $\pm h_c(t)$ from the equator in Figures 3a–3e and values of $h_c$ averaged over the time interval from 4000 to 5000 $\Omega_{e0}^{-1}$ in Table 2. The estimated $h_c$ in each run is consistent with the
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**Figure 4.** Wave magnetic field amplitude observed in (a) run 1, (b) run 2, (c) run 3, (d) run 4, and (e) run 5. Dashed lines show time histories of wave magnetic field amplitude $B_w$ averaged over $h = -100 \sim 100 \ c\Omega_{e0}^{-1}$ in each run. Solid lines represent the averaged wave amplitude after eliminating the long-wavelength modes ($k < 2.2 \ c^{-1} \Omega_{e0}$). Estimated threshold values of the wave magnetic field amplitude are also shown by horizontal red ($\omega = 0.18 \Omega_{e0}$), green ($0.2 \Omega_{e0}$), and blue lines ($0.22 \Omega_{e0}$) for the case of $Q = 0.5$. 
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As shown in Figure 2 of Omura et al. [2008], the magnitude of the resonant current $J_E$ maximizes at $S = -0.4$, while at the magnetic equator the term related to the frequency sweep rate $\tilde{\omega}$ only contributes to $S$. The formation of $J_E$ with the maximum magnitude results in the explosive growth of coherent waves having a specific phase variation $\tilde{\omega} \tilde{\ell}$ satisfying the condition $S = -0.4$. Based on the nonlinear wave growth theory, the condition described above is maintained during the chorus generation process in the simulation results, and a larger wave amplitude results in a faster frequency variation. Here we estimate the frequency sweep rate by (1) showing the relationship between the frequency sweep rate and the wave magnetic field amplitude. In evaluating the frequency sweep rate from (1), we note that we assume the presence of a coherent wave in deriving a series of equations of the nonlinear wave growth theory. Therefore, since the frequency sweep rate of chorus elements should be examined by the wave amplitude of coherent components observed in the region close to the magnetic equator, time histories of the wave magnetic field amplitude averaged over $\tilde{h} = -10 \sim 10 \Omega_{e0}^{-1}$ of Figure 3 are used to estimate the theoretical frequency sweep rate by (1). We evaluated frequency sweep rates at a certain time interval of 2000 $\Omega_{e0}$ in the simulations and superposed them on the spectra in Figure 2. We find the consistency of (1) by comparing the spectral characteristics of the reproduced chorus and the estimated sweep rates. The averaged values of the frequency sweep rates of the reproduced chorus elements and theoretical estimations are summarized in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 2e, distinct chorus elements are not observed in run 5 revealing that there is a certain threshold of the wave amplitude in the chorus generation process. The threshold of the wave amplitude for the nonlinear wave growth of chorus emissions has been theoretically derived by Omura et al. [2009], and the equation of the threshold $B_{w,th}$ is given by

$$\frac{B_{w,th}}{B_0} = \tilde{\Omega}_{th},$$

where

$$\tilde{\Omega}_{th} = \frac{100\pi^3 \gamma^2 \xi}{\bar{\omega}_p^2 \nu_0^2 \Omega_{e0}^2} \left( \bar{a} s_2 \bar{U}_{th} \right)^2 \exp \left( \frac{\gamma^2 \bar{V}_e^2}{2 \bar{U}_{th}^2} \right).$$

$\tilde{\omega} = \omega / \Omega_{e0}$, $\bar{\omega}_p = \omega_p / \Omega_{e0}$, $\bar{\omega}_p = \omega_p (N_e, \text{cold} / N_e, \text{hot})^{1/2}$, $\bar{V}_{1,0} = V_{1,0} / c$, $\bar{a} = a c / \Omega_{e0}$, $\bar{U}_{th} = U_{th} / c = \gamma V_{th} / c$, and $Q$ represents the depth of the electromagnetic electron hole in the velocity phase space. Equation (10) is derived from the consideration of the optimum self-sustaining nonlinear wave growth satisfying the condition of $S = -0.4$ through propagation of chorus elements with rising tones along the dipole magnetic field. Considering the formation process of the nonlinear resonant current $J_E$, the amplitude of $J_E$ is determined by both the size of the trapping region and the population of resonant electrons in the trapping region. Since the resonant currents are formed by the modulation of the distribution of resonant electrons in the velocity phase space due to the presence of the electron hole, a large size of the trapping region and less population of trapped electrons result in the strong resonant current formation. Horizontal lines in red, green, and blue in Figure 4 show the threshold values $B_{w,th}$ estimated from (10) with $Q = 0.5$ at different frequencies $\omega = 0.18, 0.2$, and 0.22 $\Omega_{e0}$, respectively. As the frequency increases, $B_{w,th}$ decreases rapidly. The nonlinear wave growth occurs after the amplitude of a coherent component of waves exceeds $B_{w,th}$. We consider that coherent components of waves emerge from a band of whistler mode waves after the saturation of the linear growth and that the starting frequency of a rising tone chorus element is determined by the frequency at which the wave amplitude exceeds $B_{w,th}$. Therefore, it is possible that the nonlinear wave growth starts from a frequency slightly higher than the frequency of the maximum linear growth rate shown in Figure 1. By comparing the wave amplitude and estimated threshold shown in Figure 4, we conclude that (10) can give the threshold of the wave amplitude for generating chorus emissions with rising tones.

From consideration of the condition to corresponding the maximum resonant current $J_E$ and resultant gain of wave magnetic field, Omura et al. [2009] defined the nonlinear growth rate $\Gamma_N$ as

$$\Gamma_N = \frac{Q \omega^2_{th}}{2} \left( \frac{\xi}{\Omega_{e0}} \right)^{1/2} \frac{\bar{V}_e}{\bar{U}_{th}} \left( \frac{V_{th} \nu_0}{c} \right)^{3/2} \exp \left( -\frac{\gamma^2 \bar{V}_e^2}{2 \bar{U}_{th}^2} \right).$$

We evaluated $\Gamma_N$ by referring to the initial settings of the simulations and the estimated threshold values $B_{w,th}$ as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the estimated $\Gamma_N$ for each simulation as a function of wave frequency. Table 2 gives maximum values of $\Gamma_N$ found at the frequency of 0.32 $\Omega_{e0}$. By comparing Figures 1 and 5 and the maximum values of growth rates shown in Table 2, we find distinct differences.
between the predictions obtained from the linear theory and nonlinear wave growth theory. The maximum values of \( \Gamma_N \) are significantly higher than those of \( \omega_t \). Besides the frequency profiles of \( \Gamma_N \) reveal that explosive wave amplification occurs in the wider frequency range than those predicted by the linear theory. We find that these estimations are consistent with the simulation results. However, the nonlinear growth rates are positive up to the electron cyclotron frequency, while the rising tone emissions in the simulation results are terminated around 0.6 \( \Omega_e \). These results reveal that there is a saturation mechanism of the nonlinear wave growth, which is left as a future study. We also find that we obtained positive values of \( \Gamma_N \) for the case of run 5 in which we did not observe distinct chorus elements. Considering that we assume the presence of a coherent wave in the nonlinear wave growth theory, we can explain this discrepancy by referring to Figure 4e that the amplitude of whistler mode waves generated in the linear stage of run 5 was smaller than the threshold level required for emergence of the nonlinear wave growth. The threshold level of the nonlinear wave growth has also been discussed in detail by Omura and Nunn [2011].

[15] Figure 6 shows the energy spectra \( E_{\omega}^s(\omega) \) of the wave electric field power \( E_{\omega}^s(\omega) \) integrated over the time interval \( t = 0 \sim 20000 \Omega_e^{-1} \) observed at \( h = 403 \Omega_e^{-1} \). In the present study, reproduced chorus emissions consist of rising tones. Observation results revealed some of chorus elements show falling tones [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; Chum et al., 2007, 2009], and previous studies suggested that the nonlinear wave-particle interactions play important roles in the generation process of falling tones as well [Nunn et al., 2009]. In addition, we treated waves propagating purely parallel to the background magnetic field. Although this assumption is basically reasonable in the chorus generation region, chorus emissions propagating obliquely from the source region have been observed [Santolik et al., 2009; Chum et al., 2009]. Studies based on the nonlinear wave growth theory for the generation mechanism of emissions with falling tones and effects of the oblique propagation are important and are left as a future study.

4. Summary

[18] We studied the frequency and amplitude characteristics of chorus emissions by performing the electron hybrid code simulations with different initial number densities of energetic electrons. We found in the simulation results that chorus emissions with rising tones are clearly generated in all simulation runs except for the simulation assuming the lowest number density. In the simulation results, the increase of the wave amplitude during the linear growth phase varied proportional to the assumed number density of energetic electrons. We obtained the wave amplitude of coherent waves by eliminating incoherent long-wavelength modes due to the linear instability, and we estimated the frequency sweep rate using the theoretical expression (1). The estimated sweep rates are consistent with those of chorus elements observed in the simulation results. We also studied the amplitude threshold for chorus emissions by comparing the simulation results with the estimation by (10), and we found that the values of the estimated threshold are consistent with the simulation results. The results of the present simulations demonstrate the validity of the nonlinear wave growth theory [Omura et al., 2008, 2009]. In addition we analyzed the frequency spectra of the chorus elements reproduced in the simulation results and found that the spectra of chorus emissions are essentially different from those predicted by the linear growth rates. The spectra of chorus elements are extended to the higher frequency range, in which the linear growth rates are negative. Although the nonlinear growth rates are positive up to the electron cyclotron frequency, the rising tone emissions are terminated around 0.6 \( \Omega_e \). The saturation mechanism of the nonlinear wave growth is left as a future study.
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